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IRIS-HEP

• NSF-funded software institute

• Target for developments is HL-LHC

• University-based but inter-experiment:

• includes ATLAS, CMS and LHCb
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IRIS-HEP Overview
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Figure 1: The elements of the IRIS-HEP Software Institute. The structure is driven by the goals,
and the Work Breakdown Structure maps directly onto this organization.
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Computational challenges at the 
LHC  
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Evolution of LHCb HLT1 
for Run 3

Reconstruction for ATLAS/
CMS at the HL-LHC



Focus Area: Innovative Algorithms
Developing and reengineering algorithms for critical HEP applications.

• Software trigger: Quasi-real-time processing of detector data  to select  
most “interesting” events (reduce rate by 100x). 

• Input rate is 1-30 MHz, required latencies are O(seconds). 

• Offline reconstruction: Processing raw data for analysts O(100) billion 
events per year processed by a globally distributed computing facility

The distinction between these areas is blurring given the evolution in software 
and hardware so we focus on both
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Major Activities and Goals
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Developing tracking  
algorithms for HL-LHC

Re-engineering 
algorithms for hardware 

accelerators

Exploiting major 
advances in  

machine learning (ML) 

Determining charged-particle trajectories 
(“tracking”) requires most CPU in 
reconstruction
■ Develop more efficient algorithms 
■ Develop more performant algorithms

Hardware accelerators are the way 
forward to speed up and reduce 
infrastructure cost
■ Use of hardware accelerators for 

tracking
■ ML on accelerators in realistic HEP apps

Capitalize on industry and data 
science techniques and tools
■ Investigate new HEP applications of ML 
■ Apply new ML techniques to HEP



IA projects in a slide..
• PVFinder, ML approach to finding primary vertices (UC, MIT):

• Allen framework, Configuration and monitoring of GPU framework (MIT).

• mkFit, Efficient track finding on modern architectures (UCSD, Princeton, Cornell):

• FPGAs and ML for calorimetric reconstruction (MIT):

• ACTS tracking (UC-Berkeley, Stanford): 

• GNNs for tracking (UIUC, Princeton):

• ML for Jet algorithms (NYU):
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Many of these projects align well with the topics of 
this session

Most projects are collaborative and the IRIS-HEP effort is within the 
context of the larger project 



Figure 5. Duplicate rate (left) and fake rate (right) of the ��F�� (red) and nominal CMSSW (blue) track
building algorithms as a function of the track ⌘, for tracks with pT > 0.9 GeV. The duplicate rate is defined
as the fraction of simulated tracks matched to at least one reconstructed track that are matched to multiple
reconstructed tracks. The CMSSW values are nearly zero. The fake rate is defined as the fraction of
reconstructed tracks that are not matched to a simulated track. Sample used: first CMS o�ine tracking
iteration for tt̄ events with <PU>=50 and CMSSW version 10_4_0_patch1.
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Figure 6. Number of layers with found hits in tracks reconstructed by the ��F�� algorithm (red) and tracks
reconstructed by CMSSW (blue) as a function of ⌘. The layer count includes the seed. Tracks are required
to be matched to a simulated track. Sample used: first CMS o�ine tracking iteration for tt̄ events with
<PU>=50 and CMSSW version 10_4_0_patch1.

events are processed one at a time, i.e., the number of concurrent events is one. We also limit
the vectorization test to a single thread, to factorize speedups due to vectorization from those
due to multithreaded parallelism. The vectorization test is performed by varying the vector width
of M�������� in multiples of two, e�ectively limiting the use of vector registers to the number
of floating point numbers in the width of M��������; otherwise, the compiler is instructed to
auto-vectorize and optimize the code as much as possible. It is worth noting that when disabling
auto-vectorization with M�������� width set to one, the track building time slows by a further 15%,
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MkFit
• Vectorized algorithms for track finding/

fitting implementations 

• 6x speed up vs single-threaded

• Ideas for GPU prototypes have been 
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Lantz et al, arXiv: 2006.00071

Figure 10. Comparison of the single-thread time to run ��F�� as an external within the CMSSW framework
(red) to the time to run the standard first iteration of o�ine tracking in CMSSW (blue). Note that ��F��
is used as a replacement for the building step only. ��F�� achieves a speedup >6x over CMSSW in the
track building stage. Time measured on SKL-SP using tt̄ events with <PU>=50 and CMSSW version
10_4_0_patch1.

6 Conclusions and Outlook

The KF-based track building algorithm is the main driver in CPU time increase at the LHC with
increasing instantaneous luminosity. We successfully re-engineered the KF-based track building
algorithm for parallel processing: about 70% of the core algorithm is e�ectively vectorized (speedup
close to 3x), and multithreading achieves speedups exceeding the number of available physical
cores with scaling close to the multiprocessing limit. The physics performance of the re-designed
algorithm is comparable to state-of-the-art algorithms, with further fine-tuning still possible. Tests
within the CMS reconstruction framework show that ��F�� is faster than the default algorithm on
the o�ine first tracking iteration, and that track building is now faster than track fitting. These results
demonstrate that ��F�� is a viable solution to the timing problem of charged particle tracking at the
LHC. Work is underway towards a full integration in the CMS experiment, including application
to multiple tracking iterations and integration in the HLT configuration, and, in the longer term,
towards a GPU-friendly implementation.
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reconstructed track, and the numerator includes all simulated tracks that are matched to multiple
reconstructed tracks. The duplicate rate is worse for higher values of ⌘ due to the larger number of
overlapping detector modules leading to multiple track seeds for a single charged particle. The two
duplicate removal steps outlined in Sec. 4.6 reduce the overall duplicate rate in ��F�� from over
30% to less than 1%.

The fake rate is defined as the fraction of reconstructed tracks that are not matched to a simulated
track. The fake rate of the ��F�� algorithm is shown in Figure 5 (right) as a function of ⌘ for tracks
with pT > 0.9 GeV; the performance of ��F�� and CMSSW in terms of fake rate is similar, with
��F�� 3.5% higher in overall absolute terms. Note that the results shown in Figure 5 include all
tracks produced by the track building step; the fake rate is further reduced for both ��F�� and
CMSSW tracks by additional track selections that are applied after the final fit in CMSSW.

It is also important to ensure that the tracks reconstructed by ��F�� are similar in quality as the
tracks reconstructed by CMSSW, e.g., by verifying that the algorithm collects the majority of hits
along the track. Figure 6 shows the number of layers with found hits in tracks that are reconstructed
by ��F�� and CMSSW; the overall average number of layers is 15.1 for CMSSW and 14.9 for
��F��.

In summary, while not identical, the ��F�� results in terms of the metrics presented here are
su�ciently close to those of the nominal CMSSW algorithm so that, for the purpose of the present
demonstration, the two algorithms can be considered equivalent from the physics performance point
of view.

Figure 4. E�ciency of the ��F�� (red) and nominal CMSSW (blue) track building algorithms as a function
of the track ⌘ (left) and pT (right). The e�ciency with respect to track ⌘ is calculated for tracks with
pT > 0.9 GeV. The e�ciency is defined as the fraction of simulated tracks that are matched to at least one
reconstructed track; only simulated tracks matched to a seed are considered. Sample used: first CMS o�ine
tracking iteration for tt̄ events with <PU>=50 and CMSSW version 10_4_0_patch1.

5.4 Computing Results

This section outlines the computational performance of ��F��, measured primarily with a set of
benchmarks that test the scaling behavior of ��F�� as a function of increased resources. We first
measure the vectorization and multithreading performance solely of the track building subroutine
within ��F��, ignoring the time for I/O, seed preparation, hit organization, etc. In both tests, we
process a total of 100 events and sum the build times for all but the first event. In these tests,
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We can also measure the speedup achieved by processing multiple events concurrently. In this
case, the time used for computing the speedup is the average wall-clock time per event for processing
��F��, which now includes sections outside of the track building algorithm. In order to obtain full
thread utilization, we increase the workload to reconstruct 5000 events times the number of events
processed concurrently. The speedup results with respect to one thread and one concurrent event
are displayed in Fig. 8. As can be seen, by processing events concurrently, latencies between events
are hidden and a very impressive scaling can be achieved. In fact, we measure a maximum speedup
of 35.2 (76.0) on SKL-SP (KNL), appreciably larger than the total number of physical cores.

With a similar configuration, we can also measure the total throughput in events per second for
��F��, comparing the performance in a multithreaded instance to that when multiprocessing a set
of instances. In this context, multiprocessing refers to launching multiple instances of ��F�� each
with a single thread, whereas multithreading refers to a single instance of the ��F�� program that
is launched with multiple threads. For ease of comparison, we set the total number of concurrent
events equal to the number of threads in the multithreaded throughput test, and then use that as the
number of instances for the corresponding multiprocessing test. The results of these tests are shown
in Fig. 9. On a single thread, the throughput on the SKL-SP is 3.4 times higher than the throughput
on the KNL. With fully loaded machines, the di�erence reduces to a factor of 1.8. The points along
the multithreaded curve can be mapped to the first point along each of the multiple event-in-flight
curves in Fig. 8, where the total number of concurrent events equals the number of threads for those
tests. The throughput tests demonstrate that the multithreaded ��F�� produces about 3.5% (1.5%)
less throughput compared to the multiprocessed ��F�� at maximum load on the SKL-SP (KNL)
machine. While multiprocessing may achieve an ever-so-slight advantage in throughput, it requires
many instances of a program, where every instance and its data must be loaded into memory. An
e�cient multithreaded program can share resources, and therefore significantly reduce the memory
footprint. This comes at the expense of some overhead to the operating system scheduler that must
manage scheduling tasks and dividing resources. The fact that the overhead is proven to be at the
precent level demonstrates the excellent division of tasks within ��F��.
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Figure 8. Speedups with respect to one thread and one concurrent event, when varying the number of threads
for a fixed number of concurrent events, on KNL (left) and SKL-SP (right). Speedups are based on the full
��F�� loop time, which includes I/O and seed preparation in addition to track building.
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Figure 8. Speedups with respect to one thread and one concurrent event, when varying the number of threads
for a fixed number of concurrent events, on KNL (left) and SKL-SP (right). Speedups are based on the full
��F�� loop time, which includes I/O and seed preparation in addition to track building.
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KNL = Knight’s 
Landing

SKL-SP = 
Skylake Scalable 

Processor

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.00071
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.00071


ACTS
• ACTS is an open source project developing an 

experiment-independent set of track reconstruction 
tools. 

• IRIS-HEP contributions include (Combinatorial) 
Kalman Filter implementation, alignment algorithms, 
tracking on GPUs (track seeding, Kalman Filter)

• More details in the ACTS Workshop "@" DESY

• Come to X. Ai’s talk at the IRIS-HEP topical meeting 
next week to hear about ACTS tracking on GPUs

9

CKF fake rate < 
10-4

CKF efficiency ~ 
99% with |eta|<1

CKF results for ttbar events 
with mu = 200 (~7k particles, 
~80k hits)

@NVIDA V100 Tensor Core

X. Ai, CTD 2020 P. Gessinger, CHEP 2019

https://github.com/acts-project/acts
https://indico.cern.ch/event/917970/timetable/#20200528.detailed
https://indico.cern.ch/event/939577/
https://github.com/acts-project/acts
https://indico.cern.ch/event/917970/timetable/#20200528.detailed
https://indico.cern.ch/event/939577/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/773049/contributions/3474760/attachments/1937534/3213665/2019-11-05-acts-chep_v14.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/773049/contributions/3474760/attachments/1937534/3213665/2019-11-05-acts-chep_v14.pdf


GNNs for Tracking
• Aims to improve HL-LHC tracking through the use 

of accelerators and ML algorithms (Graph Neural 
Networks)

• Collaborators with the Exa.TrkX project

• Recent progress

• Implementation of an interaction network 
GNN architecture

• Inclusion of end-cap data in the graph 
construction and training

• Optimizations for improved tracking 
performance

• FPGA implementation of GNNs (IRIS-HEP 
fellows)
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Exa.TrkX Workshop, April 2020

BERKELEY LAB Office of
Science11

11

• Message Passing

• Attention Message Passing

• Attention Message Passing 
with Recursion

GNN Edge prediction architecture

• Attention Message Passing
with Residuals

 

BERKELEY LAB Office of
Science1

GNNs for HL-LHC Tracking
ExaTrkX @ Berkeley Lab

Daniel Murnane
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https://indico.fnal.gov/event/23974/
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/23974/


Allen
• Generic configurable framework for 

GPU-based execution of an algorithm 
sequence

• Implement HLT1 on GPUs 

• Stand-alone software package

• Dependencies: C++17 compiler, CUDA 
v10.2, boost, ZeroMQ 

• Built-in validation and monitoring

• Process thousands of events in a 
sequence 

• Opportunity for massive parallelisation 

• Cross-platform compatibility with CPU 
architectures

• Named for Frances E. Allen 
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D. Craik, IRIS-HEP Topical Meeting Aaij, et al, arXiv:1912.09161

Example: velo vertexing

Record z of closest approach to beamline for each track

Peaks in distribution identify PVs

Dan Craik (MIT) The Allen Project 2020-01-27 21 / 26

Allen throughput
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GeForce RTX 2080 Ti
Quadro RTX 2080 Ti

Tesla V100 32GBLHCb simulation

GPU R&D

Performance scales with GPU so can expect more from 2021 GPUs
Not yet limited by Amdahl’s law
Potential to perform more tasks within HLT1

LHCB-FIGURE-2019-009

Dan Craik (MIT) The Allen Project 2020-01-27 25 / 26

T. Boettcher, CTD 2020

VELO 
vertexing 

Throughput

https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/Allen
https://gitlab.cern.ch/lhcb/Allen
https://indico.cern.ch/event/871092/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/871092/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.09161
https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.09161
https://indico.cern.ch/event/831165/contributions/3717135/attachments/2022837/3383053/boettcher_allen_CTD2020_v2.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/831165/contributions/3717135/attachments/2022837/3383053/boettcher_allen_CTD2020_v2.pdf


FPGAs/GPUs for Calo Reconstruction
12

Duarte et al, 
arXiv:1904.0

8986
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CMSSW and perform inference on the local CPU with the
version of TensorFlow currently in the CMSSW release 3.

The standalone python benchmark results for CPUs
are presented in Fig. 13. The CPU used in these tests is
an Intel i7 3.6 GHz. For the CPU, we compare the num-
ber of cores used for either the Brainwave implemen-
tation of ResNet-50 or the conventional TensorFlow
ResNet-50. The performance is shown versus the im-
age batch size; particle physics applications can vary in
their batch sizes typically from 1 to 100. As expected,
the performance is stable versus batch size. For both
models, we observe roughly the same inference time,
ranging from roughly 180 ms to 500 ms. Additionally,
we observe that the model inference time is close to
optimal when using 4 cores, with small improvements
beyond.

Figure 14 shows the inference times on GPUs. It is
important to note that the GPU used in these tests, an
NVidia GTX 1080 Ti, is connected directly to the CPU,
rather than using RPC over a network for communica-
tion. Therefore, these results cannot be compared di-
rectly to either the remote or on-prem Brainwave per-
formance; however, they provide a useful characteriza-
tion of limiting performance. The purple GPU points
utilize the Brainwave implementation of ResNet-50

where, as with the Brainwave implementation on CPU,
a protobuf file is imported. This is what we would ex-
pect within CMSSW for custom models in the future and
represents the closest direct comparison of a GPU with
the Brainwave FPGA implementation. The other GPU
lines consist of the o�cial ResNet-50 as provided within
TensorFlow. The o�cial ResNet-50 can have better in-
ference times by factors of a few. An optimized version
of ResNet-50 is also available. It gives a 0–20% reduc-
tion in inference with respect to the o�cial ResNet-50.
All of the GPU benchmarks also follow the expected
trend for large image batch sizes, with an improvement
in the aggregate performance. The per-image latency
for a batch of one image is found to be anywhere from
5 to 10 times worse than the ultimate performance on
a GPU.

Within CMSSW, we find that importing the protobuf
model of ResNet-50 can take approximately 5 min-
utes. Once the model is imported, subsequent infer-
ences take, on average, 1.75 seconds per inference. This
benchmark point can most closely be compared with
the standalone single-thread CPU performance that is
shown in Fig. 13, approximately 500 ms. The main dif-
ferences between the standalone performance and the

3 It takes significant e↵ort to adapt TensorFlow to be com-
patible with the multithreading pattern used in CMSSW, and
hence the latest version of TensorFlow is usually not available
to be used in the experiment’s software.

Fig. 13: Standalone CPU inference time per image (top)
and images per second (bottom) as a function of batch
size for the TensorFlow o�cial ResNet-50 model com-
pared with the Azure ResNet-50 model. The dashed
line indicates a time of 10 ms, consistent with the on-
prem inference time of the Brainwave system.

CMSSW tests are two-fold: the TensorFlow version (1.06
vs. 1.10) and the processor speed (2.6 GHz vs. 3.6 GHz).
It is not uncommon for hardware across the global com-
puting grid of the CMS experiment to vary in per-
formance significantly, which is another consideration
when deploying both on-prem and remote services.

To summarize, for total inference time for a batch of
one image, we present Brainwave, CPU, and GPU per-
formance in Table 2. The most straightforward compar-
ison with the current CMSSW performance of 1.75 sec-
onds is the 10 (60) ms on-prem (remote) that it would
take to perform inference with Brainwave. This repre-
sents a factor of 175 (30) speedup for Brainwave on-
prem (remote) over current CMSSW CPU performance.
We can extrapolate from Table 2 that, for more mod-
ern versions of TensorFlow and CPUs, the CMSSW CPU
inference time could improve to approximately 500 ms.
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in the aggregate performance. The per-image latency
for a batch of one image is found to be anywhere from
5 to 10 times worse than the ultimate performance on
a GPU.

Within CMSSW, we find that importing the protobuf
model of ResNet-50 can take approximately 5 min-
utes. Once the model is imported, subsequent infer-
ences take, on average, 1.75 seconds per inference. This
benchmark point can most closely be compared with
the standalone single-thread CPU performance that is
shown in Fig. 13, approximately 500 ms. The main dif-
ferences between the standalone performance and the

3 It takes significant e↵ort to adapt TensorFlow to be com-
patible with the multithreading pattern used in CMSSW, and
hence the latest version of TensorFlow is usually not available
to be used in the experiment’s software.

Fig. 13: Standalone CPU inference time per image (top)
and images per second (bottom) as a function of batch
size for the TensorFlow o�cial ResNet-50 model com-
pared with the Azure ResNet-50 model. The dashed
line indicates a time of 10 ms, consistent with the on-
prem inference time of the Brainwave system.

CMSSW tests are two-fold: the TensorFlow version (1.06
vs. 1.10) and the processor speed (2.6 GHz vs. 3.6 GHz).
It is not uncommon for hardware across the global com-
puting grid of the CMS experiment to vary in per-
formance significantly, which is another consideration
when deploying both on-prem and remote services.

To summarize, for total inference time for a batch of
one image, we present Brainwave, CPU, and GPU per-
formance in Table 2. The most straightforward compar-
ison with the current CMSSW performance of 1.75 sec-
onds is the 10 (60) ms on-prem (remote) that it would
take to perform inference with Brainwave. This repre-
sents a factor of 175 (30) speedup for Brainwave on-
prem (remote) over current CMSSW CPU performance.
We can extrapolate from Table 2 that, for more mod-
ern versions of TensorFlow and CPUs, the CMSSW CPU
inference time could improve to approximately 500 ms.

Krupa et al, arXiv:2007.10359
GPU coprocessors as a service for deep learning inference in high energy physics 12

Figure 3. The distribution of the total time (including median and whiskers)
to run the high level trigger with the HCAL reconstruction performed with
FACILE as a service (upper). Servers with 1 and 4 GPUs are shown as red
and blue violins. The average time taken to process the same events using the
nominal HCAL reconstruction is shown as a dotted black line. High level trigger
throughput running FACILE for servers with 1 and 4 GPUs in red and blue
markers, respectively (lower).
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Conclusion
• The Innovative Algorithms area in IRIS-HEP includes a wide range of projects 

aiming for the HL-LHC

• Our goals include

• Developing tracking algorithms for the HL-LHC

• Re-engineering algorithms for hardware accelerators

• Exploiting major advances in machine learning

• We work within the larger software ecosystem with a wide range of 
collaborators on each of our projects
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